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Mechanistic modelsThe organization of binding sites in cis-regulatory elements (CREs) can inﬂuence gene expression through a
combination of physical mechanisms, ranging from direct interactions between TF molecules to DNA looping
and transient chromatin interactions. The study of simple and common building blocks in promoters and other
CREs allows us to dissect how all of these mechanisms work together. Many adjacent TF binding sites for the
same TF species form homotypic clusters, and these CRE architecture building blocks serve as a prime candidate
for understanding interacting transcriptional mechanisms. Homotypic clusters are prevalent in both bacterial
and eukaryotic genomes, and are present in both promoters as well as more distal enhancer/silencer elements.
Here, we review previous theoretical and experimental studies that show how the complexity (number of
binding sites) and spatial organization (distance between sites and overall distance from transcription start
sites) of homotypic clusters inﬂuence gene expression. In particular, we describe how homotypic clusters
modulate the temporal dynamics of TF binding, a mechanism that can affect gene expression, but which has
not yet been sufﬁciently characterized. We propose further experiments on homotypic clusters that would be
useful in developing mechanistic models of gene expression.
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t authors.1. Introduction
Gene expression is largely determined by the combination of
transcription factors (TFs) that are bound to promoters or other
cis-regulatory elements (CREs, also known as CRMs — cis-regulatory
modules). These cis-regulatory regions contain multiple closely spaced
and sometimes overlapping binding sites [1–3]. Simple models of gene
e64 D. Ezer et al. / Computational and Structural Biotechnology Journal 10 (2014) 63–69expression often consider how each TF contributes individually to
gene expression [4–6], but recent synthetic biology studies have
demonstrated that also the order and spacing of binding sites can inﬂu-
ence transcription rates [7–10]. Thus, there is a need to move towards
more detailed models of gene regulation that consider the regulatory
sequence in conjunction with the abundance of TFs and the dynamical
behavior of the system [11].
Even though the order, orientation and spacing of binding sites have
received some attention and have been the focus of experimental
studies, the ﬁeld is far away from a true mechanistic and predictive
model of how DNA sequence encodes regulatory information. Instead
we are currently presented with a range of possible mechanisms that
explain how promoter organization can inﬂuence transcription, such
as: (i) the dynamics of TF binding [1,12], (ii) nucleosome displacement
[13,14], (iii) protein–protein interactions [15–17] and (iv) DNA looping
and TF interactions with the transcriptional machinery (such as the
mediator complex) [18–20].
TF binding sites can be organized in many combinations across the
genome; so we are left with the difﬁcult task of ﬁnding out how these
diverse TF binding site architectures inﬂuence the physical mechanisms
that ultimately lead to transcription. A ﬁrst step towards developing a
more mechanistic view of CRE organization is to dissect common and
simple organizational patterns [1]. One of themost common CRE build-
ing blocks is the homotypic cluster, a group of adjacent binding sites for
the same TF. They are found in bacterial and eukaryotic promoters, as
well as in eukaryotic CREs.
In this review, we will argue that homotypic clusters can serve as an
excellent model system for understanding how complex physical pro-
cesses interact to control gene expression.We present several examples
of homotypic clusters and propose distinguishing characteristics of
their potential mechanisms. Finally, we provide biological examples of
homotypic clusters in several organisms, ranging from bacteria [1,2] to
fruit ﬂy [21] and mammalian genomes [22–24], which illustrates the
importance of homotypic clusters in biological systems.
2. Homotypic clusters as a model system for studying complex CREs
Recently, it has become possible to synthesize thousands of pro-
moters or enhancers, and tomeasure the resulting level of gene expres-
sion in parallel, an experimental design known as a massively parallel
gene expression assay [9,25,26].With this new technology, it is possible
to experimentally test how different TF binding site organizations inﬂu-
ence gene expression.
Even with the development of techniques to synthesize DNA more
efﬁciently, it is still very difﬁcult to study how heterotypic clusters
inﬂuence gene expression. As the number of adjacent TF binding sites
increases, the number of possible permutations of binding sites expands
at a factorial scale. The distance between the binding sites and the order
of the binding sites may also inﬂuence the TF–TF interactions, further
increasing the total number of possible binding site organizations that
would need to be systematically assessed for a complete characteriza-
tion. Smith et al. [10] randomly sampled a subset of these TF binding
site permutations in a massively parallel gene expression assay. Differ-
ent permutations produced signiﬁcantly different levels of transcrip-
tion, but their approach was unable to identify predictive patterns for
gene expression.
Homotypic clusters can be used to study the effects of binding site
strength, orientation, and positioning, while ignoring the effects of
heterotypic TF–TF interactions, drastically reducing the scale of the
problem. However, in some cases, a TF is only able to activate transcrip-
tion in the presence of a co-activator, which is an important consider-
ation when designing synthetic constructs for massively parallel gene
expression assays. Smith et al. [10] also conducted these experiments
with different sizes of homotypic clusters, butmostly foundweak corre-
lations between the size of a homotypic CRE and the resulting level of
gene expression. One possible explanation for these weak correlationsis that their experimental design did not include potentially essential
cooperative proteins [10].
Anothermassively parallel gene expression assay indicated that only
homotypic clusters that appear to be bound by TFs (as per a ChIP-seq
experiment) inﬂuenced gene expression [27], suggesting that ChIP ex-
periments should be an integral part of theworkﬂow in thesemassively
parallel gene expression assay experiments for added interpretability.
Local sequence context, such as the GC content of sequences ﬂanking
the binding site, could drastically inﬂuence the binding of TFs in ways
that we cannot fully predict [27].
Homotypic clusters are a nearly ubiquitous feature in regulatory re-
gions of organisms ranging from Escherichia coli K12 [28] to Drosophila
melanogaster [29] to humans [22]. Therefore, understanding how
homotypic clusters can inﬂuence gene expression would provide in-
sight into an important regulatory mechanism in many if not most
organisms.
First, we will review the fundamental properties of these regions
in terms of their prevalence, sequence conservation, and possible
species-speciﬁc functional roles.
3. Mechanisms by which homotypic clusters could inﬂuence
gene expression
There aremanyphysicalmechanisms that inﬂuencegene expression:
from the combination of TFs that are bound, to the chromatin state
and to the interaction of TFs with the transcriptional machinery. In
what follows, we will systematically review different mechanisms by
which homotypic clusters might inﬂuence gene expression.
3.1. Assuming no cooperativity
Wewill start by considering the case of TFs that do not interact with
one another at all, and describe how clusters can provide a mechanism
for gene regulation even under this simple scenario, which is sometimes
called the “billboard model” [5]. Under such a model, each binding site
in a cluster has a uniformprobability of being bound and this probability
may be associated with an external variable to the system, such as TF
concentration.
The effect of a homotypic cluster on gene expression under such a
model depends on how the TF binding pattern inﬂuences gene expres-
sion, of which we will consider four cases: (i) all the binding sites must
be bound for the gene to be regulated, (ii) at least one binding site must
be bound for the gene to be regulated, (iii) each binding site indepen-
dently contributes to gene expression and (iv) each binding site has a
different, but independent, contribution to gene expression (dependent
on a property such as distance from the TSS); see Fig. 1.
The ﬁrst case (all the binding sites must be bound for the gene to
be regulated) results in a switch-like behavior of transcription [30,31]
and consequently reduces leaky gene expression and noise in mRNA
levels [32]. In this scenario, the cluster is acting as a buffer that prevents
spurious transcription until the concentration of TF is high enough such
that all binding sites are occupied. In addition, such a system generates a
time delay in gene regulation; the more binding sites in a cluster, the
longer it would take for all the binding sites to be bound [32].
In the second scenario, only a single TFmust be bound for transcrip-
tion to take place, so having long homotypic clusters increases the like-
lihood of transcription compared to a single site, the opposite of the
previous scenario. In this case, homotypic clusters make a promoter
more sensitive to low concentrations of TFs and less sensitive to higher
concentrations of TFs. In addition, assuming that at least one binding
site must be bound in a homotypic cluster decreases at the time it
would take for the gene to be regulated [1].
Note that these ﬁrst two scenarios correspond to “AND logic”
(case 1; multiple TFs must be bound to their binding sites) and “OR
logic” (case 2; at least one TF must be bound to their binding sites),
both of which have been identiﬁed as the regulatory logic deﬁning
Fig. 1. Binding conﬁgurations in a homotypic cluster of two binding sites. To the right, we present the level of gene expression, given various different mechanisms of TF action. The
mechanisms of TF action we include is AND logic (all the TFs must be bound for transcription to occur), OR logic (at least one TF must be bound for transcription to occur), independent
symmetric (each TF independently contributes to gene expression), independent asymmetric (each TF independently contributes to gene expression, but the effect on transcription is also
dependent on the position of the binding site) and cooperative (theremay be some leaky expressionwhen eachTF independently binds, but there are synergistic effectswhen both TFs are
bound).
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in the case of homotypic clusters.
In the third scenario each binding site independently contributes to
gene expression; in other words, a cell might have different levels of
gene expression, dependent on the number of TFs that are bound. This
means that the number of occupied binding sites is correlated with
the expression level of a gene. To distinguish between these three
scenarios (AND, OR and independent), it is possible to take clusters of
binding sites of different lengths and vary the concentration of TFs,mea-
suring gene expression (ideally in a single-cell framework to more
clearly distinguish the latter two cases OR and independent). Giorgetti
et al. [35] compared these three models for the NF-kappaB system and
discovered that this third model explains the experimental data best.
Even though the third scenario seems to be a sufﬁcient model for
explaining some real biological systems with homotypic clusters, this
model assumes that all the TFs bound to a homotypic cluster contribut-
ed equally to expression, which might not always be the case. Certain
TFs have optimal distances from the TSS that maximizes their interac-
tion with the transcriptional machinery [7,36]. Alternatively, in some
cases, there is a periodic relation between the distance of a TF binding
site from the TSS and the level of transcription, possibly because the
inﬂuence of TFs on gene expression is dependent on the nucleosome
context [9].
In conclusion, homotypic clusters can generate a wide range of
behaviors, even if we assume that TFs are not cooperative.
3.2. Assuming direct cooperativity
In addition, homotypic clusters can inﬂuence gene regulation
through direct, physical TF–TF interactions [37]; see Fig. 2. One particular
example of TF–TF interaction is the phenomenon of homodimerization,
where pairs of molecules of same TF bind directly to each other before
binding to DNA [38]. A homodimer has two identical DNA binding
domains, usually in opposite orientations. Therefore, a strong indication
that a TF forms homodimers is the presence of many binding site
pairs in alternating orientations, with a ﬁxed distance between the
sites [10,39].In the case of indirect interactions, Giorgetti et al. [35] saw that TF
concentration could have a gradual effect on gene expression. In con-
trast, if the likelihood of a TF being bound increases with the number
of TFs already bound, then one would expect that the number of
bound molecules would match a sigmoid curve; see Fig. 2. In other
words, homotypic clusters without TF–TF interaction would result in
analog regulatory logic, while homotypic clusters with TF–TF interac-
tions would result in digital regulatory logic [30,35]; see Fig. 2.
In D. melanogaster, many of the homotypic clusters are found in de-
velopmental genes that require such a binary behavior, and protein–
protein interactions have been proposed as playing a role in achieving
this [21,35]. In fact, bicoid, one of the primary TFs that form the
main anterior–posterior axis in the early embryo, likely operates in
this way [40].
Another advantage of homotypic clustering with direct TF–TF inter-
action is increased binding stability. In mammals, highly degenerate TF
binding sites that are conserved tend to occur in homotypic clusters
[24]. Possibly, these binding sites are not strong enough to bind TFs
individually, but the TFs can stabilize each other's binding.
3.3. Assuming indirect cooperativity
Even if two proteins do not physically interact with one another,
they can affect each other's ability to bind [41]. For instance, some
models assume that proteins bind to the genome at thermodynamic
equilibrium [42] and, in this scenario, the presence of many weak TF
binding sites might result in nucleosome displacement being the most
energetically favorable conformation [13,14]. Therefore, homotypic
clusters may allow TFs to stabilize each other's binding, even without
direct TF–TF interaction.
Another case of indirect cooperativity is the effect of binding site co-
localization on the binding/unbinding kinetics of TFs from their binding
sites. Riggs et al. [43] observed that lac repressor (a bacterial TF) binds
100–1000 times faster to its target site thanwould be possible by simple
three-dimensional diffusion alone. It seems that when binding to their
target sites, TFs perform a combination of three-dimensional diffusion
in the cytoplasm/nucleoplasm and one-dimensional random walk on
AB
Fig. 2. Cooperative binding assuming direct TF–TF interactions. We illustrate the cases of TF binding independently to their binding sites (A) and cooperatively through direct TF–TF
interactions (B). (A) We assumed that the binding of TF molecules to the binding sites is independent and in this case the proportion of bound sites increases gradually with the TF
concentration. (B)We assumed that direct TF–TF interaction can stabilize thebinding and, in this scenario, the proportion of bound sites as a function of TF concentration displays a sigmoid
shape. Note that on the right side we plot the proportion of sites bound in each case as a function of TF concentration.
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diffusion mechanism and was ﬁrst formalized by Berg and co-workers
[45,46]. The speedup in the search process is a consequence of the
reduction of the dimensionality of the search process from three-
dimensions to one-dimension. Despite errors in the original calculations
[47], later studies provided experimental evidence of the existence
of this mechanism. One indirect piece of evidence for the existence of
facilitated diffusion is that TFs have a higher association rate in vitro to
longer synthesized DNA fragments compared to shorter DNA fragments
despite the fact that both longer and shorter DNA fragments contain the
same binding site in the middle [48]. This mechanism is called the an-
tenna effect and assumes that having a longer DNA fragment increases
the contribution of the one-dimensional random walk component
to the TF search process [49]. The most conclusive evidence comes
from direct observation of the movement of DNA binding molecules,
which were performed in vitro [50–52] and in vivo [12,53–56]. In
particular, the ﬁrst experimental evidence of the existence of the one-
dimensional random walk on the DNA was provided by Kabata et al.
[50], who observed linear movements of E. coli RNAp on the DNA.
However, a recent study performed by Wang et al. [57] visualized
E. coli RNAp diffusion in vitro and found that the RNApmainly performs
three-dimensional diffusion, while the contribution of one-dimensional
random walk to the search process is marginal. While we know that
some DNA binding proteins spend more time performing the one-
dimensional random walk on the DNA compared to others, we still do
not understand what determines this preference.
In the context of facilitated diffusion, binding site co-localization
could lead to effects that cannot be captured by statistical thermody-
namics models. In [1], we proposed that the co-localization of bind-
ing sites can be decomposed into one of three building blocks:
(i) switches (overlapping sites), (ii) barriers (closely spaced sites) and
(iii) homotypic clusters. In the former, only one TF can be bound at
once due to steric hindrance, resulting in switch-like behavior [58]. In
the second case, the presence of a nearby site can reduce the association
rate of a TF to its target site by blocking the one-dimensional searchfrom one direction; the so called barrier effect [1,12,59]. Lastly, we iden-
tiﬁed that a homotypic cluster can have a dual role: (i) it can result in
keeping the TF molecule longer within one region by sampling several
high afﬁnity sites during a single one-dimensional random walk on
the DNA and (ii) it can result in a barrier effect [1]; see Fig. 3. In other
words, there is a tradeoff related to the optimal spacing between
binding sites: large spaces between TFs in a homotypic cluster would
decrease the time for the second binding site to be occupied, smaller
spaces would increase the time a TFmolecule will spend in that region.
A recent study also showed experimentally that, in the context of
facilitated diffusion, homotypic clusters do not only seem to affect
mean expression levels, but also the noise in gene expression [60].
We have previously found that, in combinationwith other promoter
organizational motifs, homotypic clusters can generate complex bind-
ing dynamics over time. For example, the occupancy of a binding site
ﬂanked by two homotypic clusters displays an impulse, with a fast
increase in occupancy and then a decrease to a lower level [1]. It should
be noted that this complex promoter organization (binding site ﬂanked
by two homotypic clusters) is encountered seven times in the E. coli
genome [1].
Additionally, the presence of weaker sites ﬂanking a strong binding
site could lead to a funnel effect where the molecules are directed to
the strong binding site and retained there for longer times [61–63].
However, it is controversial whether TFs can bind at all to weak binding
sites [64], which is a necessary assumption required for the funnel effect
hypothesis. Nevertheless, experiments that verify the facilitated diffu-
sionmechanism have focused on only a handful of TFs, so it is uncertain
whether all TFs perform facilitated diffusion. In addition, it is extremely
difﬁcult to demonstratewhether facilitated diffusion inﬂuences binding
dynamics in a biologically signiﬁcant way in vivo.
4. Bacteria
Bacteria regulatory regions are usually condensed regions of a few
hundred base pairs immediately adjacent to the transcription start
AB
C
D
Fig. 3. The inﬂuence of homotypic clusters on facilitated diffusion. (A)We illustrate the process of facilitated diffusion for a single binding site: a TF can ﬁnd the binding site by 3D diffusion
or 1D diffusion from either side (orange arrows). If a TF randomly binds within the sliding window (illustrated by the red bar) then it will diffuse to the binding site with high probability.
Therefore, the longer the red bar, the higher theprobability a TFwillﬁnd its binding site. In panels (B–D),we illustrate threeways inwhich homotypic clusters inﬂuence TF search time and
occupancywithin a facilitated diffusion context. (B) The slidingwindow is expandedby the presence of the homotypic clusters, so it is faster toﬁnda site in a cluster than an individual site.
(C) Once a TF is bound, it may slide or hop randomly to the neighboring binding site, thereby enhancing TF occupancy. (D) If one TF is already bound to a binding site, then it restricts
the sliding length bywhich a second TF canﬁnd its binding site,whichwe refer to as the barrier effect. Therefore, homotypic clusters inﬂuence temporal dynamics of TF binding in a variety
of ways.
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K12, including those promoter organizations that incorporate homo-
typic clusters [1] (see http://logic.sysbiol.cam.ac.uk/fgrip/db/) and
showed that homotypic clusters are one of the most prevalent orga-
nizations of 3–5 closely spaced binding sites. In particular, we found
eleven promoters with at least ﬁve immediately adjacent binding
site repetitions (dadAp1, frdAp, metFp, metBp, csgBp, entCp, fepAp,
acnBp, pdhRp, proVp3, narKp1), most of which include overlapping
binding sites. Within a facilitated diffusion context, a TF might hop
or slide between neighboring sites (thus, enhancing occupancy)
and the closer the two neighboring binding sites, the stronger these
effects would be.
Most of the TFs in these long clusters have very frequently occurring
binding sites and also have high cellular concentrations (e.g. H-NS, NarL,
CRP, ArcA, Fur, CpxR, MetJ, LRP) [1,28]. Since the TF concentrations are
so high, we would expect that these TFs would ﬁnd their binding sites
quickly. However, many of these TFs also have binding motifs that are
not very speciﬁc, so having many repeating binding sites could help
maintain a higher local concentration of TFs near the DNA regions
where they provide important regulatory functions.
5. Eukaryotes
In mammals, homotypic clusters occupy a large portion of the ge-
nome. For example, in humans, homotypic clusters cover approximately
1.6% of the genome (on the same order of magnitude as exons) and
almost half of the 487 experimentally veriﬁed CREs have homotypic
clusters. In addition, the binding sites in the homotypic clusters are
more conserved than the space between the sites, with the central TF
binding site often the most conserved, suggesting that the binding
sites may be under a purifying selection [22]. These homotypic clusters
are also enriched in proximal enhancers and promoters, particularly in
bidirectional promoters, and they are often associated with the Ep300
protein (also known as p300), which is associated with the mediator
complex [22]. Taken together, these results indicate that many
homotypic clusters are probably associated with active genes [22]
and that homotypic clusters are prevalent and likely to be functionally
important.In particular, among mammals, the two most signiﬁcant GO
terms associated with homotypic clusters are “protein binding”
and “transcription factor activity” (other enriched GO terms include
“nucleotide binding”, “sequence speciﬁc DNA binding” and “regulation
of transcription, DNA binding”) [22]. Overall, 62% of annotated TF
genes have homotypic clusters within their promoters. Among
homotypic clusters that are conserved across vertebrates (frog, chicken,
mouse, and human), there is even greater enrichment for homotypic
clusters in the promoters of genes encoding TFs [22]. In fruit ﬂies, they
are found in many known developmental CREs, with many key devel-
opmental regulators such as Bicoid and Kruppel forming clusters [21].
A small change in the transcription rate of a TF (especially a TF involved
in early development) might inﬂuence the transcription rates of a large
number of downstream genes; therefore, the cell must carefully modu-
late the transcription rates of these genes. Depending onwhether or not
the TFs cooperate with one another, homotypic clusters could allow
gene networks to provide analog or digital responses to changing con-
centrations of TFs, inﬂuencing their fundamental dynamics.
The mammalian genome is scattered with highly degenerate TF
binding sites, DNA sequences that are slightly similar to TF binding
motifs, but that do not constitute a signiﬁcant match to a TF binding
motif as suggested by their computed afﬁnity. Some studies suggest
that TFs might not recognize these weak binding sites [64] and that
TFs may only inﬂuence transcription if they are bound to strong sites
[65]. Surprisingly, these highly degenerate TF binding sites are likely
to be part of homotypic clusters, and those degenerate sites that form
clusters are often signiﬁcantly conserved across mammalian species
[24], suggesting that these degenerate binding sites may be functional
after-all. One potential explanation for the high conservation of the
homotypic clusters is that TF–TF cooperation within the homotypic
clustersmight stabilize binding to weak sites or that homotypic clusters
enhance the local concentration of TFs in these regions.
6. Prevalence versus functional signiﬁcance
Evidence from multiple sources indicates that the presence of
homotypic clusters can result in certain patterns in gene expression;
however, there might be simpler ways to obtain these behaviors. For
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there not a single strong and stable binding site?
Hermsen et al. [66] found that by simulating promoter evolution of
simple promoters to optimize for certain types of transcriptional logic,
homotypic clusters would often emerge, indicating that homotypic
clusters may in fact be the easiest-to-achieve solution to certain selec-
tive pressures for some regulatory logic patterns. On the other hand,
some researchers have argued that the abundance of homotypic
clusters in the genome of so many organisms may not be caused by
the evolutionary advantages of this organization. Rather, thewaymuta-
tions accumulate (the so called sampling of the genotypic–phenotypic
landscape) would result in the enrichment of homotypic clusters
[67,68]. For instance, there may be many ways to reach a certain level
of gene expression, but a high proportion of possible solutions include
homotypic clusters and therefore they appear relatively frequently [68].
One explanation for the high frequency of homotypic clusters is that
homotypic clusters lie in a “ﬂatter” portion of the genotype–phenotype
landscape and, thus, mutations are less likely to affect the function of a
homotypic cluster than they would for a single strong binding site
[69]. In the latter case, natural selection is acting on “ability towithstand
mutations” rather than “phenotypic optimality”.
Given the low DNA speciﬁcity for eukaryotic TFs [70], spontaneous
homotypic binding sites can arise by chance alone. In particular, some
homotypic clusters occur in regions of short tandem repeats, which
can change their size rapidly in just a fewgenerations due to the process
of DNA slippage [71]. Nevertheless, previous studies showed that, for
some multicellular eukaryotes, the homotypic cluster formation within
short distances (50 bp) is most likely a consequence of local sequence
duplication than of point mutations, while, in the case of bacteria or
unicellular eukaryotes, point mutations are most likely to be the source
of homotypic clusters [72].
Therefore, the prevalence of speciﬁc promoter architectures in
the genome does not indicate that it is important for gene regulation.
Nevertheless, massively parallel gene expression assays demonstrate
that manipulating the properties of homotypic clusters can inﬂuence
gene expression and noise [9,10,60]. In addition, homotypic clusters
are often conserved across divergent species [22]. This suggests that
homotypic clusters affect gene expression and are under purifying
selection. In conclusion, themodel that the evolution of homotypic clus-
ters occurs because of random sampling of the genotypic–phenotypic
landscape does not account for all of the observations, although it serves
as important null hypothesis [68].
7. Conclusions and outlook
Homotypic clusters are commonly found in organisms ranging from
bacteria to humans. Several mechanisms by which homotypic clusters
could inﬂuence transcription rates have been proposed, but despite
the fact that homotypic clusters are the simplest examples of organiza-
tional patterns in CREs, they are not well understood. In this review, we
presented three cases where homotypic clusters inﬂuence gene regula-
tion, namely: (i) when there are no cooperative interactions, but the
activity state of the gene is a function of the number of sites occupied
in the homotypic cluster; (ii) when there is direct TF–TF interaction
and the homotypic clusters allow the binding of the oligomers;
(iii) the co-localization of binding sites affect the binding/unbinding
dynamics of TFs. While the ﬁrst two receive signiﬁcant attention from
the literature, the latter case is often neglected. In a recent study we
showed how the co-localization of binding sites affects the binding/
unbinding kinetics and the occupancy of the binding sites [1]. These re-
sults are supported by previous experimental studies, which showed
that the presence of “road blocks” on the DNA seems to signiﬁcantly
affect the association rate [12]. Nevertheless, a systematic experimental
analysis is still required in order to decompose the contribution of each
of these mechanisms to the gene regulation process. One experiment
that is essential in generating a comprehensive picture of the role ofhomotypic clusters on gene regulations consists of comparing the ef-
fects of different cluster sizes and different distances between binding
sites.
The lac repressor system is a well studied system that wouldmake a
good candidate for this analysis [12]. One disadvantage of using this sys-
tem is that lacI stays bound to its target site for 5 min [73]. Eukaryotic
TFs are bound for less time at speciﬁc sites (10–20 s) [54,55,74],
which potentially makes the results of the lacI system valid only in the
context of bacterial cells. Thus, one should design an experiment in a
eukaryotic system and, given the current development of precise ge-
nome editing tools such as CRISPR/CAS9 system [75], we hope that
such data will become available at some stage in the near future.
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